
Designed to meet high sanitation standard, the AMF Dough Incline Conveyor 

elevates dough from a Dough Chunker or a Dough Pump to overhead dough

transfer conveyors.

Dough Incline Conveyor

Rise Together.



Designed With 
Sanitation In Mind

AMF’s Dough Incline Conveyor is designed with a stainless steel tubular frame and dual pivot feature that allows easy 
access to the interior belt for fast and optimal cleaning. Unmatched reliability for efficient transfer of dough up to        
30,000 lbs / hr in combination with a Dough Chunker or Dough Pump. 
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DESIGN INNOVATIONS

SANITATION 
Sanitary design with maximum 
accessibility enables a fast and 
adequate cleaning process. 

PERFORMANCE 
Designed with heavy-duty round 
tubing and reliable direct drive motors 
ensuring high performance and years of 
trouble-free operation. 

SIMPLICITY 
Conveyor drives use a zero pretension 
system to automatically and gently 
transfer chunked dough without putting 
stress on the dough. 

SAFETY 
Stainless steel guarding at all pinch 
point areas providing optimal operator 
safety.
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Dough Incline Conveyor shown with 
Moveable Dough Chunker and Mixer 
Integration



OTHER ADVANTAGES

DOUGH INCLINE CONVEYOR 3

Designed with sanitation in mind, 
minimal disassembly to remove 
conveyor belting and quick release 
hinge scraper allows optimal 
cleaning. 

Latch system with interlock ensures 
injury-free operation. 

Dual pivot feature allows access 
to interior and exterior conveyor 
surfaces.

Small footprint elevator support 
structure.

Large casters for easy mobility.

Conveyor drives use zero pretension 
system.

Drive located away from product 
zones.

Designed with only four bearings 
for low maintenance.

Quick Release Hinge ScraperZero Pretension System

Dual Pivot Feature Minimal Belt Removal Disassembly



AMF IS  A MARKEL FOOD GROUP COMPANY
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AMF’s focus on continuous improvement may result in 
changes to machinery specifications without notice.
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Stand Alone  Portable 75° Incline Stand Alone Fixed 75° Incline

Traveling 90° Incline Attached to Dough PumpTraveling 90° Incline Attached to Dough Chunker

SPECIFICATIONS


